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This report describes the results of geophysical surveys conducted over 

four claims, located in the Grenfell Township. Numbers of the claims 

appear on the accompanying map.

Line cutting was done during July and August 1980, by GEOEX Ltd.., under 

the supervision of Mike Pickens. Lines were cut at 400 ft. intervals and 

picketed at 100ft. intervals.

Magnetometer and VLF surveys were done during September and October 1980, 

by GEOEX Ltd., under the supervision of Mike Pickens.

Total mileage of lines cut 3.33

Number of Magnetometer readings 180+

Number of V.L.F. readings 159

The purpose of the work was to ground locate the magnetic feature as shown 

on the Airborne geophysical surveys and to determine if a conductive feature was 

associated with the magnetics.
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ci ornvsicAL SURVEYS

Klectromagnetic prospecting methods rely on the measurement of the secondary 

field generated by conducting bodies in the ground when subjected to a primary 

electromagnetic field. The VLF-EM method is a passive instrument operating in the 

very low radio frequency range (15 -25 Khz.), which utilizes powerful radio 

transmitters at various locations throughout the world as the source of the primary 

electromagnetic signal. The radiation from these transmitters contains both electric 

and magnet iccomponents which may energize sub-surface conductors which in turn will 

create secondary fields. The EM-16 unit is basically a crossed-coil detector 

(receiver) which measures the vertical in-phase and out-of-phase components 

of these secondary fields.

In order to obtain maximum coupling with conductive zones, a transmitting 

station which is roughly on strike with the general geological structure should 

bc selected. The frequency of the transmitting station determines the operational 

frequency of the receiver, and tuning of the latter is facilitated by selected plug- 

in i..ii its of given frequencies.

111 f in-phase (real) component and the out-of-phase (quadrature) component of 

r ' . ical secondary field are the parameters recorded.

T K! VLF-EM system has proved to be an extremely useful mapping tool in 

local. ing faults, shear zones, geological contacts and other conductors due to massive 

sulphides and/or graphite, etc. Its limitations are more evident in areas of flat- 

lying, highly conductive overburden material, where the relatively high EM frequencie 

may be severely attenuated, causing not only a loss of depth penetration but 

inaccurate conductivity estimates as well. Conversely, the high frequency has the 

advantage of being able to detect the more poorly conductive (disseminated) zones 

of mineralization which may not bc seen with the lower frequency EM systems* In 

areas of relatively rough topographic relief, steep hills and .valleys may give 

rise to cross-overs which are not necessarily due to changes in ground conductivity. 

These effects may be minimized by filtering the regional topographic trend from 

the VLF profiles.

The in-phase response, measured in percent of the primary field have been 

plotted on a scale of 1'^ 200ft. and profiled at l"^ 407..

Complete technical specifications of the equipment may be obtained from the 

manufacturer (Oeonics) but a brief description has been given In Appendix.
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GEOPHYSICAL SURVEYS

MAGNETICS

A geometric GP 816 porton precission magnetometer was employed to record 

the total magnetic field at each observation point. Readings were taken at intervals 

of 100' along the traverse lines, and 50' in the vicinity of anomalies. Base 

stations were established at several points along the base line in order to 

record diurnal drift during the survey. All readings were corrected for diurnal 

variations using the standard loop error distribution technique. Corrected data 

are plotted as absolute total field values. The data have been contoured at 

intervals of 100 gammas.

Although the magnetic method is often used as a d irect tool for locating 

deposits of magnetic sulphites, its primary application is to map overburden 

covered or deep seated geological units, provided a relationship can be established 

between the magnetic values (susceptibility) of the different rock types. As a 

general rule, mafic units exhibit a higher magnetic intensity than felsic units, 

although the range of susceptibilities may vary greatly. Certain materials can 

also exhibit strong remnant magnetism, causing polarity reversals.



DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

Survey

A sub circular magnetic bulge occurs as part of a W.N.W. striking linear 

magnetic feature. The cause of magnetic feature is not known, though ultramafic 

rocks are known to occur in the near vicinity.

VLF Survey

Two weak VLF anomoiies occur, which appear to vaguely parallel the magnetic 

anomoly and may represent contact features conclusions.

No obvious drill targets. Ground check of the VLF anomodies with a more 

discriminating system such as horizontal loop as probably justified.
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TO BE ATTACHED AS AN APPENDIX TO TECHNICAL REPORT
FACTS SHOWN HERE NEED NOT BE REPEATED IN REPORT 

TECHNICAL REPORT MUST CONTAIN INTERPRETATION, CONCLUSIONS ETC.

Type of Survey 

Township or 
Claim

ojt,4.f*4

~

Author of Report 
Address 2- 3

S'

Covering Dates of Survey 

Total Miles of Line cut
(linecuttirig to office)

SPECIAL PROVISIONS 
CREDITS REQUESTED

ENTER 40 days (includes 
line cutting) for first 
survey.

ENTER 20 days for each 
additional survey using 
same grid.

Geophysical
—Electromagnetic
—Magnetometer—
—Radiometric,
—Other.

Geological

Geochemical

DAYS 
per claim

AIRBORNE CREDITS (Special provision credits do not apply to airborne surveys)

Magnetometer. .Electromagnetic. . Radiometric

DATEi

(enter days per claim)

SIGNATURE
Author of Report or Agent

PROJECTS SECTION 
Res. Geol. -——.^—- Qualifications -O

Previous Surveys

Checked by. .date.

GEOLOGICAL BRANCH.

Approved by. .date.

GEOLOGICAL BRANCH.

Approved by. -date.

MINING CLAIMS TRAVERSED 
List numerically

___________________l -

(prefix) (number)

-6

i
c

TOTAL CLAIMS-



Show instrument technical data in each space for 
type of survey submitted or indicate "not applicable"

GROUND SURVEYS 

Number of Stations— 
Station interval___L 
Line spacing^^———

GEOPHYSICAL TECHNICAL DATA

/ Number of Readings

Profile scale or Contour intervals

MAGNETIC

Instrument _________ ̂ ? d''

(specify for each type of/survey) 

^-c^r 6' S

Accuracy - Scale constant — 
Diurnal correction method. 
Base station location^———

' /^ f-?

ELECTROMAGNETIC————————————————
Instrument
Coil configuration. 
Coil separation —— 
Accuracy—^——— 
Method: 

Frequency_

Parameters 
GRAVITY

Instrument
Scale constant.
Corrections made.

x1 'x 
e. e- f (

d Fixed transmitter 
/f 6

CD Shoot back CD Inline CD Parallel line
x

, (specify V.L.F. station)

Base station value and location.

Elevation accuracy^—.^—————-.—-.^—.——— 
INDUCED POLARIZATION - RESISTIVITY
Instrument^-——---—-—--—-^.^^.^—-^-.^—
Time domain
Frequency
Power

Frequency domain. 
Range ̂ ——.——-—.

Electrode array—— 
Electrode spacing. 
Type of electrode.



TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

MAGNETOMETER

Make and Model

Type

Sensitivity

Accuracy

Range

Gradient Tolerance

Output

Sensor

Measurement

Geometrics GP 816

Proton Precession

l gamma

* 10 pptn (-f l gamma)

20,000 to 100,000 gammas in 12 steps

600 gammas per foot (1900 g/meter)

5 digit L.E.D. display

Toroidal, omni-directional

Total Magnetic field in panunas (nanotesla)

V.L.F. - EM

Make and Model 

Measurement

Sensitivity 

Accuracy

Frequency 

Mode

Output

Geonics EM - 16

In-phase and quadrature components of 
secondary vertical magnetic field as 
percentage of horizontal primary field.

1507. in-phase, 407. quadrature

17. 

15 Khz to 25 Khz

Crossed coil, vertical 'loop; 
infinite transmitter

Audio null, readings from inclinometer 
and graduated dial.
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